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ABSTRACT
Physicians use an endoscopic navigation system during bronchoscopy to decrease
the risk of getting lost in complex tree-structure like bronchus. Most existing nav-
igation systems based on the camera pose estimated from bronchoscope tracking
and/or deep learning. However, bronchoscope tracking-based method exists track-
ing error, and the pre-training of the model needs massive data. This paper describes
an improved bronchoscope tracking procedure by adopting image domain transla-
tion technique to improve tracking performance. Specifically, our scheme consists of
three modules, an RGB-D image domain translation module, an anatomical struc-
ture classification module and a structure-aware bronchoscope tracking module. The
RGB-D image domain translation module translates a real bronchoscope (RB) image
to its corresponding virtual bronchoscope image and depth image. The anatomical
dependency module classifies the current scene into two categories: structureless and
rich structure. The bronchoscope tracking module uses a modified video-CT bron-
choscope tracking approach to estimate camera pose. Experimental results showed
that the proposed method achieved higher tracking accuracy than the current state-
of-the-art bronchoscope tracking methods.
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1. Introduction

Lung/bronchial cancer mortality accounts for a very high proportion of cancer deaths
each year (Rebecca et al. 2020). To reduce such high death rate, physicians use bron-
choscopy to diagnose lung cancer in the early stage. However, during bronchoscopy,



it is very challenging to know the location of a bronchoscope in the bronchus due to
the tree-like bronchus and narrow field of camera view. Therefore, a bronchoscopic
navigation system is used to provide three-dimensional (3D) navigational information
to physicians to diagnose lung diseases (Ivan et al. 1998).

Many types of bronchoscopic navigation systems have been reported in the past
decades since the concept of bronchoscopic navigation was proposed (Ivan et al. 1998;
Mori et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2015; Deguchi et al. 2009; Luo et al.
2014; Merritt et al. 2013; Khanmohammadi et al. 2020; Feuerstein et al. 2010; Shen
et al. 2019; Sganga et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020; Wegner et al. 2007; Banach
et al. 2021; Deguchi et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2021; Schwarz et al. 2006; Shinohara
et al. 2006; Gil et al. 2020). Since navigational information mainly comes from the
result of the bronchoscope tracking, we classify the existing bronchoscopic naviga-
tion systems into three categories according to the method the bronchoscope tracking
based: (1) 3D-2D image registration-based; (2) sensor-based, and (3) other tracking
type-based. The 3D-2D image registration-based bronchoscope tracking uses RB and
virtual bronchoscope (VB) image generated from CT volumes to estimate camera pose
(Mori et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2015; Deguchi et al. 2009; Luo et al.
2014; Merritt et al. 2013). The camera pose is estimated by maximizing the image
similarity between RB and VB images (Mori et al. 2002). Deguchi et al. improved
image similarity calculation by using subblocks instead of the whole images (Deguchi
et al. 2009). Subblocks were selected from the area existing characteristic structures
(folds, bifurcations, and so on). Luo et al. used more characteristic information of the
selected subblocks (such as luminance and the contrast) to improve image similarity
calculation (Luo et al. 2014). Merritt et al. sped up the processing time of the image
registration procedure by re-render RB images instead of using the volume render-
ing technique on VB images (Merritt et al. 2013). Shen et al. used depth images to
replace the color images for image similarity calculation (Shen et al. 2015, 2019).
Depth images come from a shape from shading-based technique (Visentini-Scarzanella
et al. 2012) or CycleGAN-based image domain translation (Zhu et al. 2017). Jake
et al. used a residual convolutional neural network (CNN) to locate the bronchoscope
in CT volume (Sganga et al. 2019). The network is used to estimate the pose of a
color RB image and a rendered image independently. However, the difference between
preoperative (CT volume) and intraoperative (RB) images such as organ deformation
or bubble decreased the tracking accuracy.

Additional sensor-based bronchoscope tracking method calculates the camera pose
using the output of an additional sensor (e.g.,electromagnetic (EM) sensor) (Khanmo-
hammadi et al. 2020; Feuerstein et al. 2010; Wegner et al. 2007; Banach et al. 2021).
Schwarz et al. used an EM sensor to estimate the camera pose of the bronchoscope
for navigation while the diagnosis of lesion regions (Schwarz et al. 2006). Deguchi
et al. used the trajectory of an electromagnetic sensor to register to the centerline of
the bronchus and use the transformation matrix to estimate camera pose (Deguchi
et al. 2012). Banach et al. used an improved image domain translation network (Zhu
et al. 2017) to estimate depth images for 3D shape reconstruction. The 3D shape is
used together with an EM sensor to register to the bronchus shape segmented from
CT volume for navigation. However, sensor measurement needs additional equipment
(such as magnetic field generators and sensors) and can be affected by the external
environment. A bronchoscope equipped with an external sensor cannot access the ter-
minal bronchi due to size limitations.

There are other types of navigation schemes such as RB-VB image similarity-based
branch identification (Shinohara et al. 2006), using visual SLAM (Mur-Artal et al.
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Figure 1. Structure of the proposed navigation system. There are three modules: RGB-D image domain trans-
lation, depth image-based anatomy classification and bronchoscope tracking. RGB-D image domain translation

uses a pretrained model to translate a RB image into fake RGB-D images. Depth image-based anatomy clas-

sification classifies one image into two categories: lack of structure and rich structure. Bronchoscope tracking
module selects appropriate similarity function to calculate the image similarity for bronchoscope.

2015) to process RB image for bronchoscope tracking (Wang et al. 2020), anatomical
structure changes-based navigation schemes (Gil et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021) have
been reported. These tracking methods are still under exploration and have not been
applied in clinical.

To reduce the tracking error caused by the pre- and intra- operative images, we
propose to use the image domain translation technique to assist the 3D-2D image
registration-based bronchoscope tracking. A color RB image is translated into an im-
age pair containing a fake VB image and a depth image. At the same time, the volume
rendering technique is used to generate a candidate set of VB-depth image pairs con-
taining VB images and depth images. The camera pose of a VB-depth image pair is
chosen as the camera pose if this pair has the maximum similarity with the image pair
from image domain translation. We use the depth image from image domain transla-
tion to classify if an image is lacking of structure or rich structure. According to the
classified category, an appropriate image similarity function is selected to calculate the
image similarity. The camera pose is considered as the one which can minimize the
similarity function.

2. Method

The proposed method uses preoperative CT volume and RB images as input. After
processing, the camera pose of each RB image is estimated as output. There are
three modules in the proposed method: (1) RGB-D image domain translation; (2)
depth image-based anatomy classification and (3) bronchoscope tracking. The system
structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. Example of two type of images: lack of structure and rich structure. Images are marked as lack of

structure if only one BO is observed (as shown in the left four images) and images are marked as rich structure
if more than one BO are observed.

2.1. RGB-D image domain translation

We use an image domain translation-based technique to excessive texture information
(such as bubbles and blood) appearing on RB images. This technique involves two
image domains and defines two mappings: G and F. These are used to translate the
image in one domain into the opposite image domain. The training procedure makes
the appearance of the translation image looks like the images in the target domain
as much as possible. These two image domains in our task are the RGB image do-
main and the RGB-D image domain. The images in the RB image domain contains
the RB images selected from RB videos. The images in the RGB-D image domain
contain virtual-depth image pairs. Each pair contains a virtual image and a depth
image. They are generated by using virtual endoscopy software (Mori et al. 2003).
We move the virtual bronchoscope camera along the centerline of the bronchus, which
is the simulation of the bronchoscopy. During this procedure, we save the generated
VB image and depth image as the image pair in the RGB-D domain. To obtain the
mapping G : R → (RGB−D), we use an improved image domain translation network:
CycleGAN (Ito et al. 2021). We mark the generated VB image as V̂ and depth image
as D̂. They are used for bronchoscope tracking in the following sections.

2.2. Anatomical analysis of bronchoscope images

The anatomical structure such as bronchial orifice and bifurcation are common ob-
served in bronchus. These structures contribute a lot while the calculation of image
similarity. Previous work concluded that the bronchoscope tracking performs poor in
regions lacking of structure. Therefore, it is essential to distinguish whether an RB
image has rich structure information or not. We consider an image has rich structure
information if the bronchial orifice (BO) region is more than one and an image lacks
structure if the number of BO region is one. Several example images are shown in
Fig. 2. Considering the depth image does not contain noise such as bubbles or blood,
we use the generated depth image to analyze if an image is lack of structure or not.
We use the BO counting technique described in the literature (Wang et al. 2021)
to classify whether an image lacks structure or not. This method projects the image
pixels in two directions (vertical and horizontal) and uses the intensity profile of the
depth image to count the BO number. An image is considered as lacking structure if
only one BO is found (the left four images in Fig. 2) and is considered as has rich
structure information if more than one BO is found. An image is marked as CD̂ = 0
if it lacks structure and is marked as CD̂ = 1 if it has rich structure information.
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2.3. Structure-aware bronchoscope tracking

The task of module utilizes is to find the camera pose p of an RB image. This is
achieved by using traditional images registration-based method (Ivan et al. 1998).
The camera pose p is a vector p = {R, t}, where R is the camera orientation and
t is the camera position in Cartesian coordinate system. p̂ is estimated by using the
following equation:

p̂ = argmin
p

∥S(V̂, ϕ(p,P)) + S(D̂, π(p,P))∥, (1)

where ϕ() is the volume rendering function that project the visible points P by using
camera pose p to a 2D image plane (VB images) and π() is the function to calculate
the distance between the camera position of p and world points P (depth map). P are
consisted by the 3D visible points located on the inner surface of bronchus. S1 and S2

are the similarity function.
The optimization procedure is performed by using Powell’s method (Powell 1954).

This method uses the camera pose of the previous frame as the initial pose of the
current frame and finds the optimized camera pose by minimizing the Eq. 1.

2.3.1. Structure aware similarity function selection

According to the structure classification result, we choose different similarity function
to calculate the image similarity. As it is shown in Equation 2, if an image has a rich
structure, the camera pose can be estimated by using the MoMSE function (Deguchi
et al. 2009). If an image lacks structure, we construct a new similarity function
containing MoMSE function and Dice function to calculate the image similarity. α
and β are the weights of two functions, respectively.

S(I1, I2) =

{
S1 : MoMSE(I1, I2) if CD̂ = 1

S2 : αDice(I1, I2) + βMoMSE(I1, I2) if CD̂ = 0
(2)

To calculate the Dice score between two images, Otsu-based threshold is used to thresh-
old the depth images (Otsu et al. 1979). We only use depth images to calculate the
Dice function. The camera pose is estimated by maximizing the similarity function.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental setting

We used several in vivo cases to validate the proposed method. Each case contained
the chest CT volume and RB video of the same patient. These chest CT volumes
were scanned several days before bronchoscopy by a CT scanner (XVision, Toshiba
Medical Systems, Tokyo) and the RB videos were taken during bronchoscopy (BF-240,
Olympus, Tokyo). We used six CT volumes to generate VB images and depth images
for the training of the RGB-D CycleGAN. The specifications of these cases were shown
in Table 2 (from case one to case six). Table 1 showed the number of RB images, VB
images and depth images used for training CycleGAN. We resized these images to 256
× 256 pixels for the training of the RGB-D CycleGAN. The mini-batch of CycleGAN
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Table 1. Information of the images used in the experiment (acquisition parameters of CT volumes involved

in the experiment were shown. Case one to six were used for training CycleGAN. Case seven to ten were used
for validation.)

Case
Slice

size (pixels)
Pixel

size (mm)
Number
of slices

Slice spacing
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

1 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 183 1.0 5.0
2 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 76 2.0 2.0
3 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 195 1.0 2.0
4 512 × 512 0.4 × 0.4 63 1.0 2.0
5 512 × 512 0.3 × 0.3 63 1.0 2.0
6 512 × 512 0.4 × 0.4 667 0.3 0.5
7 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 183 1.0 5.0
8 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 72 2.0 3.0
9 512 × 512 0.6 × 0.6 76 2.0 2.0
10 512 × 512 0.5 × 0.5 209 1.3 2.5

Table 2. Information of the images used in the experiment (the number of images involved in the experiment

were shown. Case one to six were used for training CycleGAN. Case seven to ten were used for validation.)

Case
Number of
RB image

Number of
VB image

Number of
depth image

1 1945 1550 1550
2 1394 2397 2397
3 1850 991 991
4 2003 1331 1331
5 1160 1674 1674
6 1626 1444 1444
7 380 - -
8 450 - -
9 1121 - -
10 1350 - -

was set to 10 and the epoch was set to 3000. We used Adam optimizer in CycleGAN
with a learning rate of 0.0002.

3.2. Experimental results

3.2.1. Validation of image domain translation

We picked several VB images and depth images generated from CycleGAN to check the
image translation results. These images were shown in Fig. 3. We showed the original
RB image, the generated VB image (marked as fake VB image) and the generated
depth image (marked as fake depth image) of two cases in this figure. As shown in this
figure, bubbles and blood disappeared in the generated VB images and depth images.

3.2.2. Validation of tracking accuracy

We implemented several previous methods for comparison of the tracking. These meth-
ods were: (1) CT-video registration-based tracking (Deguchi et al. 2009) (marked as
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Figure 3. Sample images generated from CycleGAN. The first row is the RB images, the second row and the

third rows are the generated VB images and depth images, respectively. The format of the text below images
is case-frame number (e.g. 7-1788 means the 1788th frame in case 7). No bubbles and blood were observed in

generated VB images and depth images.

Table 3. The average MSE value between RB image and the VB images generated using different methods
in four cases. The smaller the MSE value, the better the method. The proposed method showed lowest MSE

value.

Case RB-VB VB-VB D-D VD-VD (Proposed method)

7 4428.8 3961.0 5713.5 2532.2
8 992.8 1385.7 1355.0 650.8
9 10144.2 13040.2 14038.2 7993.3
10 1480.2 1058.5 1106.0 965.2

RB-VB); (2) virtual image registration-based tracking (marked as VB-VB), (3) depth
image registration-based tracking (Shen et al. 2019) (marked as D-D) and the pro-
posed method (marked as VD-VD). For quantitative evaluation, we calculated the
image similarity (mean squared error (MSE)) between RB images and the virtual im-
ages generated from different tracking methods (we did not create the ground truth of
the camera pose because we think the camera pose may not so accurate). The average
MSE value in four cases were shown in Table 3. The MSE value of the case 7 was
shown in Fig. 4. The average MSE value of the proposed method (VD-VD) in case 7
was 2532.2, while the method RB-VB is 4428.8, the method VB-VB is 3961.0 and the
method RB-VB is 5713.5.

We also used the tracked camera pose to generate VB images for comparison. The
generated VB images were shown in Fig. 5. The generated VB images of the proposed
method showed higher similarity than other methods.

4. Discussion

The generated VB image and depth image were shown in Fig. 3 and the comparison
of different tracking methods were shown in Fig. 5. By comparing these images, we
summarized the following advantage of the proposed method.

4.1. Better tracking performance

The proposed method showed better tracking performance than these previous meth-
ods, which we think it benefits from the decreased image difference and the using of
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Figure 4. The MSE value between RB image and VB image generated using the tracking result of different

methods of case 7. The proposed method showed a lower image similarity than other methods. We showed the
visualized images of the 850-th frame. The VB image of the proposed method showed best similarity.

3D distance. We showed several visualized virtual bronchoscope images of case 7 by
using the camera pose from these tracking methods in Fig. 5. We can found that the
proposed method (method 4) showed a better than other methods (such as 0800-th,
1000-th and 1100 and 1150-th frame). These example images mainly contains three
parts: bronchial orifice, lesion region and tracheal wall (1100-th frame: bronchial orifice
in blue, lesion region in yellow and the others in red is tracheal wall). The tracheal wall
of four method do not have many difference. However, the proposed method (method
VD-VD) showed a better appearance in lesion region (the lesion region in method
VD-VD is nearer to camera than its in others methods).

4.2. Decreased image difference between pre- and intraoperative images

The proposed method showed better tracking results in images with poor image con-
ditions. We think it is because the proposed method uses a VB-depth image instead
of using an RB image for image similarity calculation. The most difference between
preoperative and intraoperative images disappeared using the image domain transla-
tion technique.

Both of the four methods are based on the image registration-based bronchoscope
tracking. However, the method RB-VB mainly consider the image similarity and does
not take the complex image conditions between pre- and intra operative into consider-
ation. The method VB-VB used the transformed virtual images for image registration,
which decreased the influence from image difference. The method D-D performed the
registration on depth domain, which decreased the influence from image difference
more. However, since the depth image-based registration does not contain color infor-
mation, the tracking result become poor. The proposed method performs the regis-
tration on virtual image and use the depth image to judge the anatomical structure,
the tracking result becomes better (such as 0850-th frame in case 7, the VB image
from the proposed method showed a higher similarity with RB image). The method
VB-VB performed the image registration on virtual images without depth informa-
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tion, therefore, it can be considered as ablation study of the proposed method when
the anatomical analysis is not used.

4.3. Shortcomings of the proposed method

One disadvantage of the proposed method is that bronchoscope tracking is time-
consuming, which is the same as other image registration-based bronchoscope tracking
methods. We measured the average processing time of 1000 frames using a laptop com-
puter. The average processing time of CycleGAN (RGB-D image domain conversion)
is about 0.005 s on GPU, 0.005 s for anatomical analysis of bronchoscope images, and
0.56 s per frame for structure-aware bronchoscope tracking on CPU, which may not be
possible to run in real time. Therefore, future work of the proposed method includes
reducing the processing time. This can be achieved by implementing the bronchoscope
tracking part on the GPU.

We used the image similarity instead of using the camera pose for quantitative eval-
uation because it is difficult to create the ground truth of the camera pose. In the
future, we need to consider a way to make the ground truth for evaluation such as
using the EM sensor to capture the camera pose.

5. Conclusions

We use the image domain translation network to decrease the influence from different
image types and use the anatomical structure to assist image similarity calculation.
The translated virtual image and depth image has high similarity with the images from
CT image in appearance. The proposed method shows high tracking accuracy than
the previous method. In the future, more effects are needed to decrease the difference
between pre- and intraoperative images, such as the implementation of a deformation
simulation procedure and the generation of more navigational information such as
branching name.
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Figure 5. Visualized virtual bronchoscope images by using the tracking result from different tracking meth-
ods. We showed the original RB images, the generated VB images using different tracking results. We drew the
bronchial orifice (regions in blue), the lesion region (regions in yellow) and the tracheal wall (regions between

red and blue) on 1100-th frame. The regions in lesion showed that the proposed method performs better than
other methods. The proposed method showed two aspects better than other methods: (1) several regions have

higher appearance in RB image and the VB image from the proposed method (such as the lesion in 1100-th

frame). (2) the camera orientation is similar between RB image and the propose method (such as the 1050-th
frame).
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